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Abstract: 

Globalization is said to be a process of levelling of differences across the world. This 
vague denotation unveils the impossibility of assigning a clear cut explanation to this 
process. Due to the impact of globalization, English becomes the dominant language for 
international communication and the English literature exists as an epitome of the world 
literature. With globalization, the supremacy of English in the translation process as a 
target language or receptor language has also increased. In India, regional language 
literatures are translated more into English than into any other Indian languages. The 
general notion regarding translation is that it bridges cultural differences and removes 
language barriers. Such a translation process tends to homogenise culture and language 
as well. But the truth is that translation from regional languages to English damages the 
production of regional language literatures and leads to the linguicide of the regional 
tongues. In such a situation English stands as a ‘killer language’. It is a hidden imperial 
agenda which shows the linguistic imperialism of the English language. Actually 
translation boom ultimately stands against regional languages. It enriches neither the 
source language nor the other regional languages. Translation is generally said to be a 
translinguistic process. The fact is it is not a linguistic process but only a literary one. 
Because the translation of the regional language literature to English brings more 
readership and critical attention to it and it augments the quantity of the English 
literature. On the contrary, as a result of the linguistic invasion of English, the readers of 
regional literatures gradually lose interest in these literatures and begin to read the 
English literature. This leads to the decline of regional languages and literatures and the 
indigenous cultures. 

Keywords: Globalization, killer language, translation boom, linguistic imperialism, linguistic 

invasion. 

The entire world is now within our arm’s reach as an upshot of globalization. 

Globalization is defined as a complex process of transcultural operations irrespective of 

geographical considerations through foreign trade and investment, which results in the rapid 

integration of nations. Globalization is said to be a process of levelling of differences of space 

and time across the world. This vague denotation unveils the impossibility of assigning a clear 

cut explanation to this process. As Norman Fairclough summarises the term, ‘globalization’ is 

used in various senses within more complex discourses and these discourses are more than mere 

vocabularies. 
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Globalization has triggered a remarkable change in the status of English over other 

languages and launched a new epoch in the linguistic history. Most of the mandarin speakers in 

the world are natives. But in the case of English, most of the speakers are non-natives.  This 

explains why English occupies a singular position and acquires the prestige of a ‘world 

language’ among other languages. It becomes a language which people use to communicate with 

others outside their own linguistic community. English is the etiquette for oral and written 

communication across national frontiers. As the language of technology, English becomes the 

lingua franca of the international communication, especially of the World Wide Web. 

Globalization has hastened the rise of multinational companies and corporations all over the 

world and it makes the demand of English language in urgency.  

As English moves toward paramount status, the status of English literature also reaches 

its zenith and it stands as an epitome of world literature. The production and publishing of 

English literature has been accelerated due to the impact of globalization. As English and 

English literature is considered as norm, the supremacy of English in the translation process as a 

target language or receptor language has also increased.  According to J. C. Catford, translation 

is the replacement of textual materials from the source language to the target language. It is 

considered as a linguistic activity. The general notion regarding translation is it makes 

knowledge easily accessible. It bridges various cultures and makes the people understand and 

comprehend the cultural background of other society. Through the increased readability of 

translated works, translation process also levels cultural differences by making the people 

exposing constantly to foreign culture. Similarly it removes the barriers created by foreign 

languages to the people for reading a foreign language text. So it is considered as an innocent 

activity to homogenise culture and language or levelling the cultural or linguistic differences 

equally.  

English is the receptor language in the case of Indian languages. Translations into English 

are made to suit the English tastes both Indian and non-Indian and the power dynamics is clear in 

this relationship. In Translation Studies, Susan Basnett points out: 

 

 In the 1990s two contrasting images of the translator emerged. According to one reading 

of the translator’s role, the translator is a force for good, a creative artist who ensures the 
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survival of writing across time and space, an intercultural mediator and interpreter, a 

figure whose importance to the continuity and diffusion of culture is immeasurable. In 

contrast, another interpretation sees translation as a highly suspect activity, one in which 

an inequality of power relations (inequalities of economics, politics, gender and 

geography) is reflected in the mechanics of textual production.  

As Mahasweta Sengupta argues, translation can become submission to the hegemonic power of 

images created by the target culture. (4) 

This shows how translation is not a mere academic or scholarly exercise that connects 

two languages. It is also an exchange between two unequal forces and becomes the reflection of 

the complexity of the sociocultural contexts in which they are rooted. This undercurrent of 

cultural tension that lies beneath the act of translation became a part of translation studies only 

after the ‘cultural turn' occurred. Translation theorists today are sensitized to the tussle of power 

that is discernible in politically innocent activities like translation. 

As English has acquired the global status among other languages, with globalization 

translation process to English language has been augmented and regional language literatures are 

translated more into English than any other foreign languages. In India also, the situation is not 

different. Even though translation has many advantages, it creates a dangerous situation to 

regional languages. If the production of translated works from regional languages to English only 

increases, it will damage regional languages and the production of regional language literatures. 

The translation of the regional language literature to English brings more readership and critical 

attention to the original work, but it affects the existence of the source language and the other 

regional languages. It neither enriches the source language nor complements anything to the 

languages other than English. But the translation process bestows new coinages and loan words 

into the vocabulary of English language from other languages.  It also augments the quantity of 

the English literature but not the other literatures.   

The proliferation of one-side translation from regional languages to English frames an 

impression on the readers that all the works that achieve world-wide attention is in English 

language. The readers are not at all bothered about the source language and their own regional 

languages and they do not consider the literature even in their own regional language. Their 

conception is that the language which produces the maximum works is the best and the world 
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literature is English literature. This causes the estrangement or marginalisation of regional 

languages in their motherland itself. Thus actually translation boom ultimately stands against 

regional languages by making various national linguistic cultures under attack.  

The fact is translation cannot be considered as a mere innocent linguistic activity. Only 

the process is that of language, the effect is actually a literary one. There is a hidden imperial 

agenda behind the proliferation of translated works into English which shows the linguistic 

imperialism of the English language. Translation to English language is a major business 

technique and a marketing strategy to maintain the hold of the publishers in the publishing 

market. As the works in English language have higher readability than the works in other 

languages, it is advantageous to the publishers to introduce the English translated works into the 

attention of readers over the world. Thus they promote the English translation to mark their 

impression on publishing industry. But the consequence is if the English language dominates 

world publishing, the translations to other languages will not be commercially feasible. Thus the 

propensity of the competitive forces in the global publishing market to take the privilege of the 

production of English literature translation of fiction and poetry in regional languages into 

English language for reading may damage the production of world literature by reducing the 

production of regional language literatures. Actually the global publishing companies entertain 

the neo-colonial practice of homogenisation of language for cultivating benefits from the 

translation to English language. Linguistic homogenization is a consequence of global imperial 

domination. 

As a result of the linguistic invasion of English, the readers of regional literatures 

gradually lose interest in these literatures and begin to read English literature only. This leads to 

the decline of regional languages and literatures and the related indigenous cultures. It results in 

the increasing publicity of English language and literature. With globalization the use of English 

and broken English even by children is getting accelerated and it becomes a part of prestige 

issue. If such a situation continues for a long time, the languages other than English and the 

associated culture have been wiped out from the existing scenario. It leads to the linguistic 

genocide of the regional languages. In such a situation English stands as a “killer language”. 

Losing a language equals losing a cultural identity which explains how the purpose of a language 

is beyond  communication. 
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The sprouting generation of new writers has a tendency to translate the original works in 

their regional languages into English or writing in English itself. Because the deep rooted 

conception in these writers is that only those writing in English will have a chance of reaching a 

world audience and achieving ‘classic status’. Besides, the writers of English language get 

increased visibility and international acclaim. The dangerous outcome of this notion is those who 

wish to reach a world audience will write in English. If all the literature is in English, gradually 

the importance of the mother tongues and the literature in these mother tongues will be in 

extinction. The new generation writers will not take effort to write in regional languages and if 

necessary they will translate the books in English into their mother tongue for the sake of the 

preservation of regional literatures. However, here also the number of original works in regional 

languages is reduced. In such a situation translation is not a boom but a curse. 

Nowadays there is translation explosion all over the world. Each original work in each 

language is translated many times into many languages to increase readability. Hilaire Belloc, in 

his Taylorian lecture On Translation, encapsulates 

The art of translation is a subsidiary art and derivative. On this account it has never been 

granted the dignity of original work, and has suffered too much in the general judgement 

of letters. This natural underestimation of its value has had the bad practical effect of 

lowering the standard demanded, and in some periods has almost destroyed the art 

altogether. 

But the fact is the central point or core of all such translations is English. At first the 

original work is translated into English. From there the translated work is retranslated into 

several regional languages. In the case of a Russian work, it is translated into English first and 

then to other regional varieties. That is a single work is getting translated many times and thus 

the translated work is twice or thrice or many times removed from the original work which 

means the essence of the original work is lost in translation.  

During translation process a source language material is replaced into the target language 

using linguistic equivalences. Most of the times the equivalent in the target language is not 

appropriate for the source language word and thereby the intended meaning of the word is 

getting lost in translation. For example there are so many vernacular idioms and proverbs in each 
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language which cannot be properly translated in English. In Greek the words ‘erose’, ‘filia’ and 

‘agape’ have different meanings, but in English its substitute or equivalent is ‘love’ which does 

not convey the complete intended meaning of the word. Or instead of each word in Greek, a 

group of words are to be used in English like ‘sexual love’ for ‘erose’, ‘friendly love’ for ‘filia’ 

and ‘divine love’ for ‘agape’. There are also some linguistic situations where one word of the 

source language has no equivalence in the target language. This can be called null equivalence. 

Such words are usually related to the cultural identity of one society. In such situations either the 

source word is transliterated or it is translated using a group of words in the target language 

similar to the cultural context of the source word. Thus translation is an oblique form of politics, 

ie; “textual politics”. Translation is a kind of naturalising or domesticating a text. It brings the 

source text into the cultural and linguistic context of the target language.   

In “Imaginary Homelands” Salman Rushdie points out, “the word “translation” comes, 

etymologically, from the Latin for “bearing across.” A translated text is being borne across the 

world. Then the cultural aspect in the translated work is also got translated. Edward Sapir claims 

that  

…language is a guide to social reality… No two languages are ever sufficiently similar to 

be considered as representing the same social reality. The worlds in which different 

societies live are distinct worlds, not merely the same world with different labels 

attached. (69) 

The culture coming from one geographical area and entering another can be called 

‘translated culture’. Thus the cultural purity along with the linguistic purity is contaminated in 

translation. Any translated work is not the exact representation, but a mediated access of the 

original work. The singular experiences of each nation or community cannot be translated 

without losing its essence. As Edward Said calls, translations become ‘representations of objects 

without history’. The quality is losing when it is translated and retranslated in different 

languages.  

As English has moved toward paramount importance in translation process, the status of 

the other regional languages has been changed. Even though these languages are spoken by more 

people today than ever before, they have been demoted, degraded in relation to English and also, 
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they are losing their currency in the present scenario. Globalization hastened this process and 

resulted in the homogenisation of cultural and linguistic practices. But this linguistic and cultural 

homogenisation or internationalisation exterminates the indigenous languages and cultures and 

this intends the building of a new nation or new world which contributes unique language and 

culture around the world. Thus translation stands as an instance of literature being inversely 

proportional to language 

Globalization cuddles many booby traps of colonialism and it is interpreted as a neo-

colonial device of control. This neo-colonialism is experienced not through any violent political 

stratagems as the imperial nations performed before, but by gradually and quietly confiscating 

the market as well as culture. The existence of English as a global language is a by-product of 

imperialism. The market strategies for the sale of literature and the creation of new literary 

canons in the name of internationalizing literature are seen as imperialism of a very innovative 

kind, which can deceive as well as hoodwink the world into believing in democratic relationships 

and egalitarian power relations.  
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